Summary IMpACT PI meeting February 13, 2014
Present: Phil, steve, Nina, Henrik, Jan H, Jan B, Andreas, Jonna, Tayana, Alysa, Bru, Peter, Stefan,
Alejandro, Barbara, Angelien
1. All action points are listed as agenda points.
2. Update Website
The patient part of the site is looked up 909, the researchers part 878 and the dutch research part
290
Angelien is working on website but the work she has done is still hidden for all public users. When
the collaborating part is ready she will make it visible for the public users. For the contact
information you will get a login. She has received nearly all information but she misses the contact
information from Henrik and from the Brazilian site.
For the phenotypic database ( Mail send by Janneke) we miss the data of Norway, Spain and the USA.
Alysa would like to have more time for her data. Andreas would like to add new patients, this is still
possible. The deadline for sending the data is the end of March. Then we will freeze the data and
release it on the website.
3 ECNP network
Barbara thanks everybody for their comments.
Suggestion/comment form Jan:
• The majority is from western Europe and we see it as a target to get participants from other
parts of Europe. Jan is in contact with Jannos Harold.
• Imbalanced between adult and child psychiatry ( textual thing)
In the next two weeks Barbara will update the proposal . If you want to participate this proposal
then you have to be part of the ECNP Network.
4. Horizon 2020
b. PHC3 call how to move forward will be discussed on Thursday the 20th of February at the TC
organized by Andreas
a. ITN preparation; Ideas for PhD project
Requirements are: the project must be based on existing big datasets. (Forneigner PhD cannot
recruit patients). The PhD student needs to come from another country, Internship in a company
during PhD. 6 months internship will be not necessary, a intership between finishing PhD and
writing thesis will maybe also possible.
Companies for a collaboration are:Lilly, Jan will explore this, cubiTech , Phil will explore this. Juliq,
Andreas will explore this, Cambridge , Phil and Alysa will get in contact with Jennifer Barnett,
Comments: ESR4 pharmacological chaporones instead of …….., Alejandro misses statistics.
Barbara would like to know who is still interested? Early April is the deadline.
5 IMpACT contract
Barbara will send an updated version of all comments.

6 aExome chip( Tayana)
Replicate the first two SNPs while we are waiting for the results from Ben Neale
Henrik has no DNA available for genotyping, and no genotyping data, Andreas has 1000
samples/genotypes available for replication. Brazil has 500 cases and 600 controles. The DNA is in
the Netherlands. Nina will discuss this with Claiton. Uk has cases but no controls.
Tayana is analyzing the rare variants and performing an entrichment analysis. One hit passes the
overall genomewide threshold. Tayana will send to everybody the results sofar.
6b.Others
Nina has looked at the IMpaCT database and selected genetic and fenotypic variants. Send Nina the
data of the seleted fenotypic and genotypic variants and if she can use the DNA.
DRD4 analysis( Interaction analysis how to go move forward
Inventorise what is there and what is available and see if we have enough power otherwise we have
to genotype the available samples.
7 IMpACT meeting 2014
Airport Meeting or a meeting at the university of Frankfurt. University of Frankfurt is nearby the
airport. Andreas will organize this meeting.

Agenda point

Task

Who

Deadline

2

Contact information website

Henrik, Claiton
and Eugenio

Before next
meeting

2

Open website regularly to improve
ranking

All

Continuously

5

IMpACT contract update

Barbara

Asap

2

Send information for the phenotypic
database of IMpACT

Andreas, Alysa,
Jan, Stefan, Bru

Deadline end of
Marz

4b

ITN preparation, contact companies for
collaboration

All

Asap

6a

Distribute table with findings to all

Tayana

Asap

6b

Send Nina the information available in
your samples for the selected variants
and from DRD4

all

Before next
meeting

